DURABOND SLIDE

GEN II SLIDE

MODEL NAME: Gen2 SLIDE with LEAD SCREW CONFIG: SW02-SL03-BL04-LS

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DRAWING IS THE SOLE PROPERTY OF AUTOMATED INDUSTRIAL MOTION. ANY REPRODUCTION IN PART OR AS A WHOLE WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF AUTOMATED INDUSTRIAL MOTION IS PROHIBITED.

MATERIAL
HARDEN
ASSEMBLY
FINISH

MTG. HOLE FOR
#8 S.H.C.S.
(6) HOLES

#8-32 TAP
x .38 DEEP
(8) HOLES

unless otherwise specified:
scale: none

name date
drawn mag 10/26/11
checked - -
eng appr. wierengo 10/29/11

dimensions are in inches
tolerances:
angular: mach 1/2 degree
two place decimal: ± .010
three place decimal: ± .005
four place decimal: ± .0005

weight: 4.2 lbs.